I. INTRODUCTION During the last few years
economists and operations researchers have paid much attention to multi-dimensional optimization methods as a tool in modern decisionmaking. The background of this deepgoing interest for new decision analyses is the lack of operationality of traditional decision techniques. A frequently felt shortcoming of almost all these techniques is the fact that all dimensions of a decision problem have to be translated into a common denominator (like income, profit, efficiency etc.) or at least have to be made commensurate with the primary objective of a decision problem.
The awareness of a multiplicity of different objectives in decision-making and management has evoked the need of more adequate techniques which take into account the multidimensionality and heterogeneity of individual, social or entrepreneurial behaviour. The need of such adjusted methods is even more apparent due to the mutually conflicting or non-commensurable nature of many objectives. The presence of (partially) incompatible priorities can be considered as an essential characteristic of a wide variety of modern planning and decision problems.
Therefore, recently several attempts have been made to develop more adequate theories and methods which take explicitly . The basic feature of these techniques is that a wide variety of relevant decision aspects is included without translating them into monetary units or any other common denominator. These multidimensional optimization methods are able to integrate also intangibles normally falling outside the realm of the traditional price and market system.
It is clear that these new approaches are extremely relevant for entrepreneurial decision-making in the sphere of production, investment, location, marketing etc. In all these cases pecuniary elements (like profitability) play an important role, but in addition several other elements are inportant as well like social aspects, environmental impacts of production, use of scarce natural resources, risk characteristics, labour conditions etc.). This paper will first present a (brief) survey of these multidimensional optimization methods, based on a systematic typology of these methods (section 2). Next a plea will be made in favour of the use of goalprogramming methods in the area of managerial decisions (section 3). Then a new optimization technique, based on interactive goal programming methods, will be proposed as a useful tool for managerial decision-making (section 4). Finally, the analysis will be illustrated by means of some examples from the field of production planning and location problems.
TYPOLOGY OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL
OPTIMIZATION METHODS Multidimensional optimization (MO-)methods are based on the presence of a set of different (conflicting or at least diverging) objectives instead of one primary objective like in the traditional singleobjective optimization models. Clearly, the treatment of several non-commensurable objectives implies that a compromise has to be found between diverging priorities of one decision-maker or between diverging interests of multiple decision-makers.
The general formulation of a MO-model is:
(2.1) max w (x) XSR -, _ where w is a vector (or profile) enccmpassing t%e various objective functions w. (i=l ,...,m) and x a vector with decisi& _ arguments Xj (j=l,...,n). R represents the feasible area for the decision arguments. It is clear that a pure maximization of one objective wi will prevent the remaining objectives from attaining their maxima. This conflict implies essentially a double choice problem: (a) the optimal values of the successive objective functions Wi, and (b) the optimal values of the successive arguments Xj.
This choice problem can be attacked in several ways depending on the nature of the decision problem at hand. Therefore, first a typology of MO-models will be presented, based on a classification into discrete and continuous MO-models. Discrete MO-models are models in which the number of feasible alternative choices or strategies is finite; they are usually called multi-criteria models. Continuous MO-models are based on an infinite number of possible values for the decision arguments and hence for the objective functions; they are usually called multiobjective programming models. Both types of models can be further classified into quantitative and qualitative models, deterministic and stochastic models, and static and dynamic models. Quantitative MO-models are based on information measured on a cardinal (ratio or interval) scale, whereas qualitative MO-models include ordinal or nominal information. Hence the following typology may be made: Table I . A classification of MO-models 2.1.Discrete MO-models There is a wide variety of discrete MO-models. An extensive survey of these multicriteria analyses as well as several applications can be found in Van Delft and Nijkamp 119771. A first step in all these methods is the construction of an impact table which reflects the outcomes of all alternative plans for all relevant decision criteria: Table 2. An impact table   i w..
1J ,
The elements w.. reflect the values of the ith criterion ?ith respect to the jth plan and can be measured in any appropriate unit. The next step is the specification of a set of weights which reflect the relative importance attached by the decision-maker to the outcomes of each criterion. These weights, which may be linear or non-linear, reflect the priority scheme of a decisionmaker. In several multi-criteria analyses these weights are not specified explicitly a priori, but can be derived from an interactive process during which the decision-maker specifies in a stepwise manner his preferences regarding the values of certain decision criteria (see section 4).
Apart from a cost-benefit analysis and a cost-effectiveness analysis the following quantitative multi-criteria methods can be distinguished: I. Trade-off analysis A trade-off analysis attempts to identify the best means to attain a prespecified set of goals, so that one may analyse whether one alternative plan is better than another, given the same set of goals (see Edmunds and Letey 119731). A basic problem in the use of a trade-off analysis is the translation of the trade-offs between alternative outcomes into opportunity costs. A trade-off analysis is essentially the dual formulation of a costeffectiveness analysis and has therefore the same shortcomings.
II. Expected value method
The expected value method assigns a set of weights to the criteria of a plan evaluation problem (see Kahne / 19751, Schimpeler and Grecco 11968) and Schlager 119681 and treats these weights as semi-probabilities, so that the expected value of the plan outcomes of each alternative can be calculated by multiplying these semi-probabilities with the plan outcomes and next by aggregating them over all criteria. This method is a rather rigid approach which does not allow for the relative discrepancies and the relative priority differences among alternatives. III.Correspondence analysis Correspondence analysis focusses on the differences between alternative plans by means of generalized principal component methods (cf. Spliid 119741) and is essentially a technique for pattern recognition based on different criteria. The relationships between the decision criteria and the alternative plans are then examined on the basis of clustering procedures, so that the plan with a maximum correspondence to a priority profile can be identified. A drawback of this procedure is the fact that the inferences are mainly based on the statistical pattern of the impact table and less on the relative weights of the decision criteria.
IV. Permutation method
The permutation method is based on successive rank orders of alternative plans (cf. Jacquet-Lagreze 11969) and Paelinck 119761). This method examines the dominance relationships resulting from permutations of the successive decision criteria, as well as of the weights assigned to these criteria. In this way the most probable ranking of plans may be derived. A possible difficulty in using these methods is that in case of a less apparent dominant plan rather complicated conditions for the values of the weights may arise.
V. Entropy analysis
Entropy analysis provides a measure for the diversification of the information contained in the project table (see Van Delft and Nijkamp 119771) . By means of a diversification factor for weighted plan outcomes the most probable one is identified. A possible drawback of this analysis is the straightforward aggregation in order to arrive at a conclusion about the most probable plan.
VI. Discrepancy analysis
Discrepancy analysis is a statistical correlation technique which attempts to find a rank order of plans according to their minimum discrepancy with respect to an a priori specified optimum plan (i.e., a plan which satisfies a set of prespecified targets) (see also Nijkamp 119781). This method should be used carefully, because it is not able to discriminate among discrepancies in plan outcomes and in weights. An alternative way is to make use of a distance metric for pairwise plan discrepancies. VII.Concordance analysis Concordance analysis is a widely used multi-criteria analysis, based on a pairwise comparison of plans (see Van Delft and Nijkamp 139771) . This method measures the degree at which plan outcomes and preference weights confirm or contradict the pairwise dominance relationships between alternatives. Both the differences in weights and in plan outcomes are analysed separately via a concordance and a disconcordance procedure. This method uses the available information in an appropriate and efficient manner and can be considered as one of the most satisfactory multicriteria methods, especially when the plan outcomes are related to a prespecified profile of achievement levels of criteria. VIII.Goals-achievement method The goals-achievement method is a technique which relates the objectives to quantative achievement levels (see Hill 119731) . Each decision criterion is assigned a index of relative importance. Then for each plan outcome an achievement index is calculated, on the basis of which an aggregate achievement index of each plan can be calculated. This procedure bears some resemblance to the first steps of a concordance analysis based on achievement levels. Clearly, a problem in all these analyses is the specification and the treatment of the set of weights, although interactive techniques may be helpful to overcome this problem (section 4) The general feature of these multi-criteria methods is that they include a multiplicity of decision-criteria, so that they are more appropriate for modern planning and management problems. Especially the concordance method and the goals-achievement method appear to be rather successful. The following types of MO-models can be distinguished: I.
Utility models Utility models are based on the assumption that the whole vector of relevant objectives can be translated by means of a weighing procedure into the master control of one unambiguous utility function. This assumption of explicit and known trade-offs between objectives is essential in neoclassical utility theory. This implies that (2.1) is re-specified as:
where Q is the master control of a scalar-valued welfare function.
II. Penalty models
Penalty models assume the existence of an achievement or ideal vector w", so that any discrepancy between anactual value w and an ideal value w" is penalized by means of a penalty function. A well-known specification of a penalty function is a quadratic one (see Theil 119681 among others):
where 2 is a diagonal matrix with coefficients ai (i=l,...,m) represen-.th ting the weights assigned to the 1 deviation.
III. Goal programming models
Goal programming models are one of the most frequently used MO-models and essentially a sub-class of the abovementioned penalty models. For all decision criteria an achievement level wo is specified which has to be attained as closely as possible by an appropriate choice of the decision where w + and w are the respective over-and underachievements of w with respect to 5~'. If necessary, priority weights maybe specified to evaluate the successive deviations from the achievement levels. For a further discussion of goal programming models, see section 4. IV. Constraint models Constraint models are models in which one of the objectives is selected as a primary objective to be maximized, while the remaining objectives are included by means of lower and upper constraints. If the first objective is taken as the primary one, the following model is obtained:
where wmln and Sax represent vectors with l&er and upper constraints on the objectives, respectively. V.
Hierarchical optimization models Hierarchical optimization models can be regarded as more refined constraints models. The assumption of this class of models is that all objectives can be ranked according to their decreasing degree of relative priority. The optimization is carried out in a stepwise way, so that higher-ranking objective functions are maximized prior to lower-ranking objective functions. Assume that such a lexicographic ranking leads to the the decision-maker (6; < I).
Min-max models
Min-max models are based on the use of a pay-off matrix for conflicting objectives (see Nijkamp and Rietveld 119761). The first step is a separate optimization of all individual functions:
for all i xER _
The optimal value of each i th objective function from (2.9) will now be denoted by $(x1) are denoted by x1. Then the pay-off table representing the conflicts between the successive objectives can be constructed as: w;($ = wi(x+y!&, so that the 'ideal' value of the normalized objective function is equal to I. Then the following (Minkowski) distance metric may be specified:
The parameter of the Minkowski metric may be set equal, for example, to I (rectangular distance, 2 (Euclidean distance) or m. These Pareto models appear to be rather manageable tools in decision analyses. The basic problem in the use of these multi-objective programming models is the specification of the trade-offs. Especially the approaches described in I, II and IV require a lot of prior information about trade-offs between conflicting objectives. Particularly, the methods described in III, V, VI and VII appear to be very appropriate to deal with multiple objective functions. Clearly, any specification of a utility function, a contraint or an achievement level implies a certain implicit or explicit specification of the trade-offs. The problem is of course to construct the decision problem in such a way that it is not a heavy task for a decisionmaker to reveal his preferences. This will require the use of interactive techniques, so that in that case the abovementioned MO-models have to be adjusted for and extended with interactive procedures (see section 4).
This holds also true for quantitative and qualitative MO-models (see Van Delft and Nijkamp 119771) , for deterministic and stochastic models (see Nijkamp 119781), and for static and dynamic models. For the moment, the conclusion can be drawn that there is a set of modern MO-models which are appropriate to attack decision problems with multiple objectives, diverging interests, conflicting priorities or incommensurable objectives.
MULTIPLE GOAL PROGRAMMING AND
MANAGERIAL DECISION-MAKING In this section we will make a plea for multiple goal programming as an important tool in managerial decision-making. Furthermore, we will mention some applications of multiple goal programming in the field of business and managerial economics reported thus far. Before concentrating on this specific technique one may wonder whether multidimentional optimization (MO-)methods have to be used anyway in the sphere of managerial decisions. Many answers can and actually have been given. In general the accent in these answers depends on the theory at hand to describe the firm and its objectives. On the one hand there are advocates of the classical theory of the firm, who consider the enterprise as an holistic entity striving for the maximization of the wealth of the firm's owner(s) (which may be interpreted in several ways -see for instance Philippatos 119731 In our opinion, 'multiple goal programming' is one of the most valuable techniques within the class of multidimensional programming methods. However, it is not a generally accepted technique. Opponents often mention as a disadvantage that the method requires a considerable amount of prior information on the decision-maker's preferences. As will be shown in the next section this difficulty can be side-stepped when an interactive variant of the method is used.In this section we confine ourselves to mention some of the advantages of multiple goal programming.
(A more detailed discussion of multiple goal programming is given by Nijkamp and Spronk
119771).
Multiple goal programming is appropriate for decision situations in which multiple, possibly incompatible, goals fight for the use of the firm's resources. These goals are formulated as goal levels 'aspired' by the decision-maker. Weights may be assigned to the various deviational variables (both under-and overattainments of the aspired goal levels). The weighted combination is then minimized in order to satisfy the goals 'as close as possible'. Within this framework, multiple goal programming has the possibility to include 'preemptive priority factors', which may be used when one goal has to be fulfilled before even thinking of another.
Several empirical findings from decision-making practice are, in our opinion, rather convincing to demonstrate the practical usefulness of multiple goal 291 programming. As mentioned by several writers, the method corresponds fairly well to the results of the behavioral theory of the firm. In practice, decision-makers are aiming at various goals, formulated as aspiration levels. The intensity with which the goals are strived
A more concrete example of the correspondence of multiple goal programming and practice is provided by Ijiri 119651, who views multiple goal programming as an extension of break-even analysis, which is widely used in business practice.
The above plea for multiple goal programming is of a somewhat theoretical nature. Of course, the operational usefulness of multiple goal programming can only be shown in practice. Although it is a relatively 'young' method, many applications have been reported in literature. To give an idea, we have listed some of these applications, especially in the fields of business and managerial economics. Because we only want to give a general view of the potential of goal programming, we merely mention the subjects of application as reported thusfar, together with the names of the writers involved. For more detailed discussions we refer to the original articles and to the reviews of Charnes detailed a priori information on the decision-maker's preferences. Goal programming asks the definition of aspiration levels, the division into preemptive priority classes and the assessment of weights within these classes. We agree with those scholars advocating interactive approaches to the multiple goal problem (cf. section 2). Unfortunately, most of the usual interactive approaches lack some of the advantages of 'traditional' multiple goal programming, such as for instance the possibility to include preemptive priorities. Furthermore multiple goal programming can handle situations of satisficing behavior (see section 3) in contrast with most existing interactive methods. This situation, combined with the repeatedly shown power of the traditional approach to include piecewise linear functions (cf. Charnes & Cooper [19771) , justifies the effort to seek for an interactive variant of the traditional approach.
Recently, interactive methods have become rather popular in decision analyses. These methods are based on a mutual and successive interplay between a decisionmaker and an expert (or analyst). These methods do neither require an explicit representation or specification of the decision-maker's preference function nor an explicit quantitative representation of trade-offs among conflicting objectives. Obviously, the solution of a decision problem requires the decision-maker to provide information about his priorities regarding alternative feasible states, but in normal interactive procedures only a set of achievement levels (or 'satisficing' levels) for the various objectives have to be specified in a stepwise manner. The task of the analyst is to provide all relevant information especially concerning permissible values of the criteria and about reasonable compromise solutions.
By means of interactive decision-methods a decision-maker may get more closely involved in evaluation problems, while he also obtains more insight in the trade-offs among different criteria. The feed-back process inherent in interactive decisionmethods leads to a closer co-operation between decision-maker and analyst. Therefore, interactive decision-methods can be regarded as an operational application of learning theory (cf. also Atkinson et al. Interactive decision-methods have also been applied in the field of goal programming, although the number of its applications is rather limited so far. In this section a sample of interactive goal programming methods will be mentioned (cf. also Nijkamp I.M.G.P. is capable of including all advantages of multiple goal programming. For instance, preemptive priorities and piecewise linear functions can be handled in a straightforward way. Furthermore, the interactive process imitates practice in formulating aspiration levels, assessing priorities, seeking for a solution and readjustment of the aspiration levels. The method needs no more a priori information on the decision-maker's preference structure than other interactive multiobjective programming models. However, all available a priori information can be incornorated within the Drocedure.
0:
Step First identify the goal variables w.(x), i=l ,...,m as linear or piecewise likear functions of 5, the vector of instrumental variables x to be ,,x2,...,xn. concave in x.
We assume the w;(x) Then specify the feasible set R, which is assumed to be convex and within which an optimal solution must be found. When the decisionmaker's preferences could be described by a preference function f (note however, that we do not make any attempt in this direction) this function should be a concave function of both w.(x) I=1 m and X., 1=l,...,n. dkfined by:
An AptiAal sA;;;ion is then (af/awi) > 0 for i=l,...,m, so that we presuppose a higher value of each of the goal variables is preferred to a lower value of (the same) goal variable 4).
Step 1 
lk. 1 1
In the following steps these goal values _ are used in constructing trial solutions S. which have to be evaluated by the decision: maker. Because proposed goal levels are sometimes considered as being too high, we need the auxiliary vector 6, whose elements A., j=l ,...,m correspond to the m goal varjables. We define 6. as the difference of the lowest level o$ w.(x) being rejected by the decision-maker add-the highest level of w.(x) being accepted thus far. At the first stage of the procedure, no proposal have been made and consequently, no goal level has been rejected. Therefore we put 6. = 0 for j=l ,...,m during the first s ep. i Step 3. Definethe starting solution as:
which is thus equal to the pessimistic solution defined in (4.4). Present this solution together with the potence matrix P. to the decision-maker.
Step 4
L 1
If the proposed solution is satisfactory for the decisionmaker, one may accept it; if not, continue with step 5. Define R. as the subset of R defined by the goal lkvels in S.. step 5.
-I The decision-maker then has to answer the following question: "Given the provisional solution S , which goal variable should be improved first?" 5)
Step 6. Let us assume that the decision-maker wants to augment the j'th goal variable. Then construct a new trial solution ^s. which differs with respect to S. only-ii];ar as the value of the j'th goTI variable is concerned(denoted by w,(x)-and w.(x) respectively).
J --Si+] J -Si 5) After step 9 we discuss the case in which the decision-maker wants to raise more than one goal variable at the same time. and proceed to step 7. step 7. Jointhe restriction formulated in step 6 or in step 9 to the set of restrictions describing region R.. Next calculate a new potence matrix, likk in step 2, but subject to the new set of restrictions. Label this potence matrix Bicl.
Step 8. Confront the decision-maker with S. and z.
on one hand and with P. and &z'other hand. The shifts in the -'P. on 1+1 potence matrix can be viewed as a 'sacrifice' for reaching the proposed solution. If the decision-maker judges this sacrifice G be justified, accept the proposed solution by putting %+]
= zi+] and P. = P. Furth%ore, 1t1' ln the computer algorithm (see figure 4.1), put 6: = f.sj. (which is only relevant for fi.? 0).
If the decision-maker consideJs the saczfice unjustified, the proposed value of w.(x) is obviously too high. Therefore, drdp-the constraint added in step 7 and proceed to step 9. step 9. We now know that w. By definition, we thus may set 6. equal to the difference between theseJtwo values. A new Si+] is then calculated7Tr~Go~~:i~~~~~ 6) At this moment, the decision-maker may wish to define a new aspiration level. In our opinion, it is wise to give him explicitly the opportunity to do SO. 7) Also in this case the decisionmakerhimself may wish to define a new aspiration level.
When the decision-maker is not able to indicate which single goal variable should (4.10) w.(x)-
:. J -zi+]
= "j'~'TSi + &j be argumented, we assume he is at least capable of defining a set of goal variables whose values need to be augmented. In this like in step 6 "e add the restriction that case, the procedure must be modified w.(x) must equal or exceed the new proposal slightly. This is shown in figure 4 .1 v a-lue and go to step z in order to calculate where we give a flow chart of the procedure. a new potence matrix Pi+,. (or iii+, is empty)
Present the starting solution zl,and the potence matrix P, to the decisionmaker.
1 Is the proposal solution satisfactory ? no Let the decision-maker indicate which goal variables should be augmented.
Calculate the proposal solution sic,.
5. SOME EXAMPLES In this section we discuss two simple examples in which I.M.G.P. is used. The first, described in subsection 5.1, is concerned with the choice of an 'optimal' production combination of two product varieties out of an infinite number of alternatives (continuous case). In subsection 5.2 we show that I.M.G.P., with some minor modifications, can be used in making an optimal choice out of a finite number of alternatives (discrete case). The example describes a simple location problem. Of course, many other applications can be proposed (for the next future we have planned to investigate the use of I.M.G.P. in capital budgeting, both theoreticaly and empiricaly). In our opinion many problems which have been attacked by traditional goal programming can be handled by I.M.G.P. as well. To give an idea of its potential, we refer to subsection 3.1 in which we listed some applications of traditional goal programming in business and managerial economics, as reported in the literature.
An Example in Production Planning
A brick factory can produce two brick varieties, but due to the limited capacity of machines, brick-kiln and drying-room and to the limited availability of skilled personnel, these products cannot be fabricated in any desired combination. We show the region of feasible production combinations in figure 5 .1, where x and x stand for the quantity produced of I 2 variety I and variety 2 respectively (both in millions). For the planning period concerned management cannot define a profit function (let aside another preference function) in terms of x and x very uncertain conditioI]ls of due to t e market 2 and due to problems in the factory, where a recently installed machine causes many difficulties. Therefore management wants to consider both x 1 and x We thus have: 2 as goal variables. Although the maximum production of variety I is equal to 9,000,OOO it is the 'trouble machine' causing difficulties when the productlon of x, is raised over 7,000,OOO units. In fact this machine runs best when approx. 6,000,OOO units are produced with it. On the other hand, the factory has contracts to deliver 4,000,OOO units of variety 1. Although this variety has been estimated as less profitable than variety 2, management wants to meet the contractual obligations because the customers concerned also buy a lot of variety 2 and offer a promising buying potential in the near future. Thus the preferences for w,(x) seem to be monotone non-decreasing for w,(x) = x, 5 6,000,OOO and monotone nonincreasing for ~~(5) Therefore it is = x, L 6,000,OOO. reasonable to consider W* = 6,000,OOO as an aspiration level for 1 w1 (5) 3 together with w,(x) = 4,000,OOO as the aspired level defined above. There are no problems at all in the production of the fairly profitable second variety. Management wants to produce as much as possible of this second variety (thus ma iw2(xl,x2)1. ;;J;w;~~~)=is maximized, we have,w; = 9 2. The latter value 1s that of because in the subset of the feasible rAgioA R satisfying w (x) 2 9 -E (05~(9), there is at least one*point for which wl($ L 2. Thus, no matter what is the mlnlmal value for w2(z! required by the decision-maker, there 1s always a solution for which at the same time w,(z) Z 2. By setting w,(x) equal to the most desired production volume w (x) = wl = 6, the value of w2($ becomes w ts = Therefor: -8, which is at the same tune (by simi ar reasoning) the value of w?'" .
, we must find a final solution in which 2 ~w,!x) ~6 and 8 iw (x)(9, Together with the information prove ed by the management we thus can list .$ -(step 2) the following aspiration levels. For w (x) the values 2, 4 and 6; for w,(x) the vilG;_,s 8 and 9. The first potence natrix can be written as: In contrast with the example in the preceding subsection we now have a discrete decision situation, i.e. only a limited number of alternatives are available to the decisionmaker. Although this situation is in conflict with the requirement that the feasible region R should be convex, I.M.G.P. can be employed, be it with one modification. That is, ' WV" must now be defined as the minimum value of g. listed for all available alternatives.
(If R is convex, w. can be defined as the minimum value of &. listed for the respective maxima of the ioal variables w., i=l,...,m). Under this condition, *he first potence matrix can be written as: which is the fifth profile.
